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Epidemiology 

p.s. 

1- The doctor clearly stated that the graphs in this lecture are not for 

memorizing, it's logic .. we should look at the numbers and understand 

what’s beyond them . 

2- While studying this sheet .. put the slides beside you (slide 16 

from doctor Mazens' slides) since most of the sheet is notes that are 

taken from the graphs (which are large in number that's why they are 

not put here in the sheet ) . 

Brace yourself , good luck  

Epidemiology is an essential science for understanding the trends and 

what has to be done to your society according to these trends . 

Instead of memorizing the numbers .. we should use them in answering 

some questions such as : 

1 – Which disease is more common and its incidence is high in a 

population, area? 

2 – Why is this disease increasing over time? 

3 – We use them to direct researches. 

4 –Definition and Diagnoses of disease (we can find a bunch of 

symptoms of unknown disease are clustered in a community  ... we find 

the common factor of this disease (genetic environment)).  

5 – Treatment, prevention, vaccines, education and awareness (If I know 

why this disease is clustered here I can spread awareness to prevent it) 

6 – Improve health policy in community (where to spend medical 

money) when a disease is prevalent, I should spend more money on it 

for treatment, prevention and making a screening program to detect the 

disease in early stages. 
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Slide #2 : looking at these tables which showing incidence and 

deaths for cancer in the US .. what can we understand from 

these # ?  

 1 – The most cancer that spread in males (prostate) and 

females (breast), by knowing this we can spend money for 

making scanning programs for suspected patients, we catch the 

tumor earlier and treat better since it hasn't metastasized yet.   

2 - The most lethal cancer in the world for both sexes is lung 

cancer, WHY? Because we can't remove the lung as a 

treatment plan while we can for other organs. Also, lung cancer 

has in its early stages nonspecific symptoms; coughing..,etc 

especially for smokers who already cough a lot, the patient 

usually ignore them and catch the cancer later, while usually 

breast cancer causes the formation of lumps that can be felt. 

*one of the hypothesis you can put is that maybe treatment of lung 

cancer is harder than treatment of breast and prostate cancer so we 

need to spend more money on finding a treatment for lung cancer. 

Another hypothesis is that we don’t have a good screening program for 

lung cancer while we do have one for breast cancer (done by the female 

herself after every menstrual cycle and getting a mammogram after 40 

every 1 or 2 years) and prostate cancer (males after a certain age get a 

health checkup that includes per rectal examination). 

 

Slide #3: time trend for some cancer types death in US, it 

shows: 

1 – Cervical cancer gets lower slowly with time, WHY ? 

because of the spread of education , screening programs (check 

up every 1-2 year , its called pap smear) which catch tumors 

when they're dysplasia before they become neoplasia.    
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2 - Lung cancer increase with time, WHY? Smoking is 

increasing, pollution (more industrialization) 

*why males have it earlier in time than females? Because 

smoking WAS socially unacceptable for females. 

*for both sexes we notice plateau in later time WHY? Because 

of education , better screening , better treatments …etc. 

*Noticing that there is a correlation between lung cancer and 

smoking, will start research in this correlation, leading to 

knowing that smoking is causative of lung cancer and not just 

correlated. 

3 – Breast cancer increase slowly then have a plateau WHY? 

The same reasons above, and maybe it isn’t actually increasing 

but we’re diagnosing it more. 

 

Slide#4: shows breast cancer deaths geographically in Japan, 

US, there's a big difference here WHY ?  

A-Genetic reasons             

B- Environmental differences (toxins, food, lifestyle and 

exposure to carcinogens or not) 

C- Typical body shape differences between countries (size of 

the breast in a typical Japanese woman is smaller making it 

easier to detect a lump so we detect the cancer earlier), (this 

makes it easier/harder to find the cancer in community)  

 

Slide#5: shows stomach cancer deaths for both sexes in Japan 

and US ,What causes these differences ? 
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a-whatever Japanese eats may be problematic  

b- genetic reasons 

**imp Q : How can you differentiate between genetic and 

environment ?  

A – By migration; Japanese Americans ( originally Japanese ) 

that didn’t intermarry with Americans but produced a second 

generation Japanese but in the US have lower cancer incidence 

than Japanese who live in Japan .. this means it's environmental 

issue (not genetic). 

B – Molecular biology and genetics ( it's for the next semester, 

to show us more ways of differentiating )  

 

Slide#6: talking about environment and we should know the 

toxins (carcinogens)  that causes different cancers … (they're in 

the table, should know all of them  … the doctor said 

memorize them by making a story for each one like the 

example below ..) : 

 * Nickle compounds >> typical occurrence; byproduct of 

stainless steel / batteries think of : 

 1 – a man who works in making parapets that's made of 

stainless steel .. he came to you with coughing ,producing more 

sputum, more blood in sputum ..etc ,  you take history and 

suspect nasal and lung cancer.  

2 – someone works in a hybrid cars store for repairing, 

batteries mostly found there, if he comes coughing you should 

suspect nasal and lung cancer. 
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Slide#7: in Jordan colorectal cancer is the most common 

cancer for both sexes, WHY? Because of diet (less fiber, higher 

fat ), less fibers makes bowel movement slower thus any toxin 

you eat will have longer contact to your colon compared to 

someone eat rich fiber meal ( it’s still a correlation ). 

***imp : How do we compare between different countries ? 

By standardizing the age 

*ASR : Age Standardized Rate 

*Jordan : young population / Germany : old pop. / US : in the 

middle  

Slide#8: we should know that all these graphs excluding     

non-melanoma skin cancer and basal cell carcinoma because 

they're very frequent in elderly ; because with aging, increase 

time of exposure to UV light thus you are more likely to get 

these cancers, so if we include them the whole graph will be in 

these two cancer types . 

**frequently , these two cancers are treated early on and have 

no long term . 

Slide#9,10: 

** for males in US prostate cancer is the most common .. why 

is it less common in Jordan ?  

1 - Because of sexual habits, here people are less exposed to 

sexually transmitted diseases thus less inflammation in that 

region (inflammation can cause cancer). 
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2- We have less reported cases (prostate cancer is typically a 

late cancer so maybe we don’t go seek medical help for it and 

die from other causes.) 

**for females, breast cancer is the most common worldwide 

(even in Jordan)  

 

Slide#11,12,13: 

Jordan is an average scale in all cancer types incidence except 

for: 

1 – Colorectal cancer we are above the average 

2 – Breast cancer we are above the average  

**when being well above/below the average , we should make 

research ( is it environmental ? is it genetic ? how can we 

benefit from this ? ) 

 

Slide 14,15,16: showing mortality rates in Jordan:  

a - Colorectal cancer is the most common killer for both 

sexes  

 b- Mortality for males specifically due to lung cancer, it kills 

more males than colorectal, WHY? (Hypothesis)   

1 – We may have better treatment for colorectal than lung 

cancer. 

2 – We can remove the entire colon but can't do the same for 

lungs. ( lungs are more vital ) 
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3 – For colorectal cancer there's easier screening ways; so if we 

get a colonoscopy every two years after certain age we can 

catch the cancer earlier before it metastasizes. 

C – Mortality for females specifically due to breast cancer. 

Slide#17,18,19:  mortality compared to world wide. 

** Jordan is not doing well in colorectal cancer compared to 

worldwide, Because (hypothesis) 

a - poor medical services 

 b- we don't go checking up ( they say if I walk , I'm fine I don't 

need to go to the doctor) 

c- economic issues ( it's expensive to go screening and treated 

for some cancers)  

d- psychological reason ( our idea of cancer , it’s a minor factor)  

**for lung cancer mortality we're doing average compared to 

the worldwide ( lung cancer is generally a late presenting 

cancer ) 

**for breast cancer we're not doing well, because of the 

absence of proper education , females don't go screening , 

some of them will just not undergo partial or total mastectomy 

( psychological ) or we may don't have reconstruction services 

that rebuild the breast after we've removed the cancer from it .  

Slide#20-23: for Jordan it's breast , colorectal , lung , prostate 

respectively. 
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*MOH (ministry of health) produces a cancer registration 

approach every year, but they are a bit behind, the last 

registration time was in 2011 "at least we try :/"  

** According to 2011 registration, lung and prostate switched 

places, WHY? (hypothesis) ; ‘’No smoking’’ policies are taking 

effect (fines and prison for smoking in public places), people 

are educated.  

**according to 2011 registration the highest cancer incidence 

for : 

A – Females:  breast, colorectal … respectively. 

B – Males: lung, colorectal … respectively (they are so close in 

men (I don't know about the prostate ...the doctor did not 

mention it here: /) 

Slide#24: most cancers occur between 55-75 year old … as 

we get older the percentage of people having cancer increases : 

1 – Because DNA repair mechanism in elderly is not as efficient 

as it is in young people, mutation chances increase. 

2- Longer time exposure to all types of carcinogens, pollution. 

  ** People above 75 die less from cancer WHY? a lot of 

diseases or causes can kill them other than cancer like strokes 

and myocardial infractions. 

Slide#25: cancer incidence distribution with age in USA; 

cancer is increasing considerably as you get older. 

Slide#26-29: everybody wonder, do I inherit cancer? Looking 

to worldwide population there's 5-10% chance of having that 

(5-10% of cancers type can be inherited) 
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>> this means the majority of 90-95% of all cancers diagnosed 

are acquired  

**there's three major hereditary cancers ;  

1 – Autosomal dominant: means single mutated copy .. (the 

genes in the table will be discussed in details in future lectures 

except for PATCH). 

>> having inherited cancer means you will have it earlier, it'll be 

more aggressive. 

e.g: having a cancer that can affect two bilateral organs like 

having retinoblastoma that cause a tumor in your retina in 

your eye  the inherited abnormal copy is in RB gene ( so with 

this abnormality you have bilateral tumors rather than 

unilateral tumors) 

**there’s also marker phenotype for some tumors (these 

markers indicate for tumor presence, we can detect it and treat 

it ) : 

A – APC: those patient who inherit the abnormal gene their 

marker phenotype is hundreds of polyps adenomas in their 

colon >> it's benign, easily removed before becoming 

cancerous.    

B- NF1: lisch nodules and Café-Au-Lait spots, you can see these 

nodules in the iris , these are marker of NF1 mutation 

2 – Autosomal recessive: means two copies are required for 

disease to occur and typically these genes are responsible for 

DNA repair, these are called mutator phenotype, they allow 

mutation of other genes to occur thus cancer occur (gene itself 
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is not cancerous but we're not fixing our mutation that occur 

through cell proliferation ) . 

3 – Familial cancers of Uncertain inheritance: eg : breast 

cancer that are neither BRCAI1 or BRCAI2 related , 

ovarian/colon/brain/pancreatic cancers >> we don't 

understand the heredity . 

This type is characterized by : 

A – Early onset (a patient comes to you with cancer ten years 

before the average). 

B – Multiple tumors; you should be worried about inherited 

causes. 

c- If there's tumors in two or more close relatives to the index 

case (the person who was first diagnosed in the family with this 

cancer) >> there's a tumor in two or more relative, you should 

be worried about heredity.  

**  

*After this the doctor talked about complex inheritance, some 

morphisms and mutations are not directly causing cancer ..eg; 

mutations in nicotinic receptors makes nicotine binding 

stronger thus feeling more pleasure while smoking .. Harder to 

quit smoking …smoking cause lung cancer …the mutation didn't 

make cancer on its own but smoking does. ( psychologically 

driven to do something that cause cancer ). 

 *acquired preneoplastic lesions; they're precancer stages 

(hyperplasia, types of adenoma, metaplasia)..  the areas in 

body, which have precancer stages,  have higher risk to turn 

cancerous …this doesn't mean it's inevitable .. it means that if 
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you find them ..  you better treat them before they turn 

neoplastic. 

- everybody who has these lesions have a cancer eventually ? 

NO , just higher risk. ( you become in a sub population where 

your risk has doubled or tripled ). 

*Generally, some African countries are consistently below 

average, the hypothesis: 

1-they don’t diagnose cancer. 

2-less industrialization and less exposure to toxins. 

3-shorter life expectancies, because generally cancer is a 

disease of age, and other diseases like malaria can kill the 

person earlier. 

** 

Why do we try when the barriers are so high and the odds are so 

low? Why do we just pack it in and go home? It'd be so much 

easier.. 

It's because in the end... There's no glory in the easy.. No one 

remembers easy.. They remember the blood, the bones and the 

long painstaking fight to the top .. And that is how you become 

legendary! 


